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Abstract. Bio and nature behavior-inspired modelling of diﬀusion and trapping
of particles, key phenomena for life occurrence, must consider a myriad of ingredients, such as geometry, dimensionality, and scaled diﬀusion processes occurring
across the bulk and surfaces. To attempt to approach this goal, we investigate
the diﬀusion process in a system limited by a surface connected to the bulk
through an especially designed boundary condition, connected to some systems
of interest, such as in living cells and biomaterials. The surface may sorb/desorb
particles from the bulk and shows that the sorbed particles may diﬀuse within
its structure, characterizing a lateral diﬀusion, before being desorbed back to the
bulk. For this system, we ﬁnd a wide variety of behaviors by analyzing solutions
obtained in terms of the Green function approach. The analytical calculation is
checked against computer simulations, demonstrating a good agreement between
analytical calculation and stochastic computer simulation.
Keywords: Brownian motion, diﬀusion, stochastic particle dynamics, surface
diﬀusion
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1. Introduction
Understanding the behavior of complex systems within diﬀerent areas of science is challenging due to a wide variety of phenomena, particularly distinct bulk, surface, and
interface eﬀects that simultaneously deﬁne how the system behaves, self-arranges, and
how it reacts to external stimuli. Diﬀusion and adsorption phenomena are deﬁnitely
among such eﬀects, often seen as essential in many scenarios for creating or facilitating
other processes, like the ones necessary to sustain the biochemical reactions in living
systems [1, 2]. They are also crucial factors in other contexts, including the electrical
response of weak electrolytes [3] and liquid crystals [4, 5], in cancer invasion [6], population dynamics [7, 8], and several others [9–14], including neuronal growth on surfaces
with controlled geometries [15]. When modeling diﬀusion and adsorption processes, it is
widespread to assume that the system may be viewed as one-dimensional (1D) diﬀusion,
and that once the surface traps the particles, it does not move within the surface [16–18].
Although 1D diﬀusion represents a good approximation in several systems, especially
those with an elongated dimension (such as diﬀusion in pipes for example), most systems are essentially three-dimensional. In some cases, the 1D approximation may not
be valid, as seems to be the case for protein targeting DNA molecules [19]. Adsorption
phenomena are also frequently treated as if diﬀusion is not allowed to happen on the
surface. However, the experimental results suggest that particles are diﬀusive within the
surface, jumping from one adsorption site to another [20, 21]. Indeed, surface diﬀusion
plays a major role in several systems [21], such as charge adsorption in supercapacitors [22], in the transport of adsorbed gas through shale [23, 24], in thin ﬁlms [25], in
surface-based biosensors [26] and many others. It is especially important for biological
systems. For example, it was recently shown that long-term hippocampal potentiation
and contextual learning require surface diﬀusion of postsynaptic AMPA receptors [27].
Antibody distribution in rats’ brains has recently been shown to occur by diﬀusion at
the brain’s surface [28]. Perhaps the most striking example correlated with 3D diﬀusion
followed by particle trapping and surface diﬀusion occurs in living cells, where diﬀerent
elements (nutrients or waste elements, for example) are diﬀusive until they reach the
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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2. The problem: diﬀusion and kinetics
Let us start our discussion about the diﬀusion and sorption–desorption processes by
deﬁning the region where the system diﬀuses and the properties of the surface are
in contact with this region (bulk). We consider a three-dimensional system deﬁned
by the Cartesian coordinates, i.e. r = (x, y, z), with a surface located at z = 0. Thus,
the system is set in a semi-inﬁnite region as illustrated in ﬁgure 1, where diﬀusion in
the bulk is represented in green, whereas three adsorbed particles and their respective
diﬀusions on the substrate are represented in black, blue, and red. The surface may
adsorb particles and desorb (or release) particles to the bulk, with a characteristic rate
(described below). The particles adsorbed by the surface may diﬀuse on the surface
before desorption to the bulk, or, if not allowed to diﬀuse within the surface (surface
diﬀusion coeﬃcient equal to zero), stay in a resting position before desorption. This
shift in the region in which the particles are diﬀusing (from where the particles left
the bulk to where they are desorbed to it) causes a change in the mechanism of the
diﬀusion of the system. We observed two diﬀerent types of diﬀusion in the system: one
related to the free particles in the bulk and another one related to the particles on the
surface.
To describe the entire system, two diﬀusion equations associated with the bulk and
the surface are necessary in the bulk, the diﬀusion is governed by the following equation:
∂
ρ(r, t) = Kb, ∇2 ρ(r, t) + Kb,⊥ ∇2⊥ ρ(r, t),
∂t
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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cell membrane. In this scenario, several diﬀerent phenomena may occur; among them,
diﬀusion through and within the cell membrane, as is the case of small molecules diffusing through lipid bilayers and lateral diﬀusion of lipids within the bilayer [29–31].
Besides diﬀusion, another remarkable surface eﬀect is related to a reaction at the
surface; a phenomenon that is related to several technologies, including catalysts for
producing fuel [32], in biochemical sensors [33], solar energy devices [34], and many
others [35].
Inspired by the experimental systems described before and noticing a lack of theoretical models to account for such systems, we analyze a 3D diﬀusive system limited by
a surface capable of adsorbing particles and, once adsorbed, allowing diﬀusion within
the surface to occur. Furthermore, the model also accounts for reaction processes on the
surface. The processes related to the surface (sorption–desorption) presence are governed by a kinetic equation that extends the usual one by incorporating memory eﬀects
and standard diﬀusion equation in the bulk. The equation’s solution is obtained analytically by using the Green function approach and numerically by considering diﬀerent
situations to evaluate the diﬀusion eﬀects on the surface processes. We ﬁnd a wealthy
class of diﬀusing regimes related to anomalous diﬀusion with the solutions obtained
here, as is often reported for systems connected to the one reported here, especially in
bio-systems.

Sorption–desorption, surface diﬀusion, and memory eﬀects in a 3D system

where ∇2⊥ = ∂z2 and ∇2 = ∂x2 + ∂y2 , where r = xx̂ + yŷ and r⊥ = zẑ. Kb, and Kb,⊥ are the
diﬀusion coeﬃcients on the parallel and perpendicular directions, and ρ(r, t) represents
the distribution of particles in the bulk. Note that diﬀusion coeﬃcients Kb, and Kb,⊥
are connected to the diﬀusion on the plane (x, y) and in the perpendicular direction, z,
respectively. This choice enables us to consider anisotropic situations and, in particular,
the scenarios in which the diﬀusion coeﬃcient on the surface is the same as the bulk on
the plane (x, y). For the isotropic situations, we have that Kb, = Kb,⊥ in the bulk.
For the processes occurring on the surface, the following equation is used [36]:
 t
∂
2
C(r , t) = Ks ∇ C(r , t) +
dt ks (t − t )ρ(r, t )|z=0 − kd C(r , t),
(2)
∂t
0
where Ks is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient for the particles’ concentration (or distribution) on
the surface, C(r , t) represents the particles on the surface, k d is the rate of desorption,
and k s (t) is a kernel deﬁning the nature of the adsorption process, that is, how important
the preceding state of the particle in the bulk is for the adsorption process (see ﬁgure 1).
It turns out that adsorption–desorption phenomena may follow non-exponential decay
behavior, depending on the nature of the surface-particle’s interaction. For example, for
pure physisorption processes, a particle with speciﬁc energy may fall into an adsorption
well and lose some of its energy, but get desorbed back to the bulk after a while. If such
a particle is adsorbed again, the amount of energy lost in the previous process is relevant
to determine how the following process takes place. Thus, the next state depends on
the previous one, which characterizes a non-Markovian process, that is, a memory eﬀect
[16]. In particular, if k s (t) = κδ(t), the kernel is a localized function of time, meaning
the preceding state does not matter, so k s is constant,
representing a constant rate of

adsorption. If, for example, ks (t) = κ e−t/τa /τa , the kernel is a long-range function of
time, meaning there is a memory eﬀect in the adsorption process, with memory time
τ a [18]. Thus, in the kernels above, the parameter κ is the rate of adsorption, while
the parameter τ a represents memory time. It is also interesting to note that for τ a → 0,
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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Figure 1. From right to left: an illustrative particle diﬀusing in bulk is adsorbed
by the surface and diﬀuses among the surface. From left to right: the particle once
adsorbed by the surface disengages from it and still diﬀuses in the bulk.
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the previous process is recovered. In a few words, equation (2) is a balance equation
that states that the time variation of particles in the surface is equal to the gradient
of particles within the surface; that is, it depends on the diﬀusion on the surface, plus
the amount of particles right in front of the surface, available to be adsorbed, minus
the amount desorbed back to the bulk. It is a linear version of the Langmuir kinetic
equation [37] with memory eﬀects and surfacediﬀusion. This equation is also coupled
t
with equation (1) by the presence of the term 0 dt ks (t − t )ρ(r, t)|z=0 .
In order to represent an adsorption and desorption process, governed by the rates
k s (t) and k d (t), we connect them, i.e. equations (1) and (2), in z = 0 by the boundary
condition:


t

dt kr (t − t )ρ(r, t)|z=0.

(3)

0

The ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of equation (3) is related to the adsorption–desorption processes between the surface and bulk, and the second term represents
a reaction (see, for example, [38, 39]) process that implies a removal of the particles from the bulk to the surface. Note that the last term depends on the choice of
k r (t), which determines the reaction processes connected to the removal (or immobilization) of the particles from the bulk by the surface. Therefore, adsorbed particles
are diﬀusive on the surface and are desorbed with the rate k d or promote a reaction
process on the surface with the rate k r . Additional boundary conditions to analyze
the problem deﬁned above are ∂z ρ(r, t)|z→∞ = 0, ∂x ρ(r, t)|x→±∞ = 0, ∂y ρ(r, t)|y→±∞ = 0


∂x C(r , t)x→±∞ = 0, and ∂y C(r , t)y→±∞ = 0. We consider the system initially deﬁned by
the conditions, ρ(r, 0) = ϕ(r) (so any initial conﬁguration is allowed in the bulk) and,
for simplicity, C(r , 0) = 0, which implies that initially all of the particles are in the bulk.
By using the boundary conditions, it is possible to analyze the modiﬁcations produced on the system by the processes taking place on the surface. In particular, by
incorporating the previous equations on the diﬀusion equation, we have
d
dt



C(r , t)dr

dr ρ(r, t) +

dr⊥








 t



 
= − kr (t − t ) ρ(r, t )
0

dr dt , (4)

z=0

where the term on the right side, with k r (t), implies a reaction process where the particles
are removed (or immobilized) from the bulk by the surface, as discussed before. For the
particular case where k r (t) = 0, it is possible to show that



dr⊥ dr ρ(r, t) +


dr C(r , t) = constant,

(5)

which is a direct consequence of the conservation of the total number of particles present
in the system.
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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Kb,⊥ (n · ∇⊥ ρ)|z=0

d
= C(r , t) +
dt

Sorption–desorption, surface diﬀusion, and memory eﬀects in a 3D system

3. Behavior of ρ(r, t) and C(r , t)
Let us focus our attention on the spatial and time behavior of the particles on the
surface and in the bulk. We start by obtaining the solution for this problem, i.e. ρ(r, t)
and C(r , t), which implies solving the previous coupled set of equations. In this sense,
we use integral transforms (Fourier and Laplace) and the Green function approach [40].
Thus, in the Laplace (t → s) and Fourier (r → k ) spaces, the solution of equations (1)
and (2) are given by

ρ(k , z, s) = −

∞

dz  ϕ(k , z  )G(k , z, z  , s) + sC(k , s)G(k , 0, z  , s),

(6)

0

and
C(k , s) =

ks (s)
ρ(k , 0, s),
s + Ks k2 + kd

(7)

with the Green function given by
−

G(k , z, z  , s) = −

2

e


√



|z−z |
s+Kb, k2 √
K

b,⊥


s + Kb, k2 Kb,⊥

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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Figure 2. The MSD of the distribution for the z- and y-directions in the bulk, when
an absorbent surface is considered. The numerical simulation considers the Langevin
equation with white noise and an exponential distribution for the desorption process
of the particles from the surface to the bulk; for this case, the Poisson distribution
was used with the mean one. We used KS = K = K⊥ = 5 × 10−2 and z  = 1/2, in
arbitrary units.
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s + Kb, k2 Kb,⊥ − kr (s)

1

−
2

s+

Kb, k2

Kb,⊥

s+

Kb, k2

−

e

√



|z+z |
s+Kb, k2 √
K

b,⊥

,

Kb,⊥ + kr (s)
(8)

which was obtained from the following equation
Kb,⊥



∂2
G(k , z, z  , s) − s + Kb, k2 G(k , z, z  , s) = δ(z − z  ),
2
∂z

subjected to the boundary conditions


∂

Kb,⊥ G(k , z, z , s) − kr (s)G(k , 0, z  , s) = 0,
∂z
z=0

(9)

(10)

and G(k , ∞, z , s) = 0. For the particular case k r (s) = k r = const (or k r (t) = k r δ(t)), the
previous Green function, after performing the inverse of Laplace and Fourier transforms,
yields

G(r , z, z  , t) = −GKb, (r , t) GKb,⊥ (z − z  , t) − GKb,⊥ (z + z  , t)
 t
(1)
(11)
− GKb, (r , t) dt Φ(t − t )GKb,⊥ (z + z  , t)
0

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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Figure 3. The MSD of the distribution for the z-direction and for the y-direction
on the surface. The particles diﬀuse in the bulk and may be adsorbed and desorbed
on the surface. It may also diﬀuse on the surface before being desorbed to the bulk.
The numerical simulation considers the Langevin equation with white noise and an
exponential distribution for the desorption process of the particles from the surface
to the bulk. For this case, it was used the Poisson distribution with a mean one. We
used KS = K = K⊥ = 5 × 10−2 , kd = 10, κ = 5, and z  = 1/2, in arbitrary units.
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with
|r |2

− 4K

−

z2

−

z2

e b, t
e 4Kb,⊥ t
|z|e 4Kb,⊥ t
(1)
, GKb,⊥ (z, t) = 
, GKb,⊥ (z, t) = 
, (12)
GKb, (r , t) =
4πKb,t
4πKb,⊥t
2t πKb,⊥ t


2
and Φ(t) = 1/ πKb,⊥ t − (kr /Kb,⊥ ) ekr t/Kb,⊥ erfc kr t/Kb,⊥ , where erfc(x) is the complementary error function. By using these results, it is possible to obtain the behavior of
the particles in the bulk and the surface. In particular, before the inversion procedures,
we have

s+

ks (s)


C(k , s) = −
s+

×

∞

Ks k2

+ kd


Kb, k2

s+

Kb, k2

dz  ϕ(k , z  )G(k , 0, z  , s)

Kb,⊥ + kr (s)



Kb,⊥ + kr (s) + sks (s)
(13)

0

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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Figure 4. Behavior of 2πρ (r , t) versus r and z̄ for t = 0.5 and t = 1, where
ρ (r, t) = z 3 ρ(r, t), r = r /z  , and z̄ = z/z  . We consider, for simplicity,
Ks /Kb,⊥ = 1/2, kd = z 2 kd /Kb,⊥ = 0.1, z  κ/Kb,⊥ = 1, kr = 0, t = z 2 t/Kb,⊥ , and
Kb, /Kb,⊥ = 1.
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and




s+
ρ(k , 0, s) = −

Ks k2

+ kd


s+

s + Ks k2 + kd


∞

×

Kb, k2

s + Kb, k2

Kb,⊥ + kr (s)

Kb,⊥ + kr (s) + sks (s)

dz  ϕ(k , z  )G(k , 0, z  , s).

(14)

0

The particular case k r (s) = k r = const (or k r (t) = k r δ(t)), after performing the inverse
Laplace and Fourier transforms, yields
 t 
∞

n
(−1)
dtn dAn C(r − r,n , t − tn ) . . .
C(r , t) = Ω(r , t) +




t2

×

dt1
0

S

dA1 C(r − r,1 , t2 − t1 )Ω(r,1 , t1 )

and
ρ(r , 0, t) = P0 (r , t) +

×

dt1
0

with



t







t2



S

∞



(−1)

n

dtn

S

dAn C(r − r,n , t − tn ) . . .

dA1 C(r − r,1 , t2 − t1 )P0 (r,1 , t1 ),



0

 t

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d

0

(15)



t

0

n=1

dt ks (t − t )Φ(t )GKS (r , t ) −

C(r , t) =

S

0

n=1

S

(16)

dA Υ(r − r , t − t )Φ(t )GS (r , t ), (17)
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Figure 5. Trend of C  (r , t) versus r , for kr = 0 and t = 1/2, where C(r , t) =
z 2 C  (r , t), t = z 2 t/Kb,⊥ , and r = r /z  . The curves were drawn for Ks /Kb,⊥ = 1/2,
kd = z 2 kd /Kb,⊥ , z  κ/Kb,⊥ = 1, and Kb, /Kb,⊥ = 1.
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where


S

dA . . . =

∞
−∞

dy


Ω(r , t) =

∞
−∞

t

dt



dx . . ., Υ(r , t) =



 −kd (t−t )

dA e
S

0

t
0




dt ks (t − t )∂t e−kd t GKS (r , t ) ,

GKS (r −

r , t





−t)

t

dt ks (t − t )P0 (r , t ),

0

(18)
and

P0 (r , t) = −
0

∞

dz




S

dA ϕ(r )G(r − r , 0, z , t),

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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2
2
2
Figure 6. (a) σs,r
(t ) versus t , where σs,r
(t) = z 2 σs,r
(t ) and t = Kb,⊥ t/z 2 .



2
2
2
(b) σb,r
(t ) versus t , where σb,r
(t ) = z 2 σb,r
(t ) and t = Kb,⊥ t/z 2 . The curves




2
were drawn for Ks /Kb, = 1/2, kd = z kd /Kb,⊥ , ks = z  κ/Kb,⊥ = 1, k r = 0, and
Kb, /Kb,⊥ = 1.
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with GKS (r , t ) = GK (r , t) for K → KS . By using the previous results, the particle
distribution in the bulk is given by the following equation:
 ∞


dz  ϕ(r , z  )G(r − r , z, z  , t)
ρ(r, t) = − dA
S

0



dA

+
S





0

t

dt G(r − r , 0, z, t − t )

∂
C(r , t).

∂t

(20)

Before analyzing the analytical results obtained so far, let us consider a stochastic simulation to gain more insight related to the equations above for the probability distribution.
In other words, in order to compare the analytical solutions coming from the diﬀusion
equation and the kinetic equation, we performed numerical simulations by using a different method. To do this, the Langevin equation is simulated by considering particles
in three dimensions with a surface that may absorb or adsorb/desorb particles with a
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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2
2
2
Figure 7. (a) σs,r
(t ) versus t , where σs,r
(t) = z 2 σs,r
(t ) and t = Kb,⊥ t/z 2 .



2
2
2
(b) σb,r
(t ) versus t , where σb,r
(t ) = z 2 σb,r
(t ) and t = Kb, t/z 2 . The black
⊥

√
√
s and
line
dashed line considers ks (t) = κ/ πt√ (ks (s) = κ/ √
 green dashed-dotted
√
corresponds to the case ks (t) = κ/ πt − κet erfc t (ks (s) = κ/(1 + s)). The
curves were drawn for Ks /Kb, = 1/2, kd = z 2 kd /Kb, , ks = z  κ/Kb,⊥ = 1, kr = 0,
and Kb, /Kb,⊥ = 1.
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characteristic kinetic process. We consider for the numerical simulation the following
stochastic equations:
√
√
√
(21)
ẋ = 2Dξx (t), ẏ = 2Dξy (t), and ż = 2Dξz (t),
where ξ i (t) (with i = x, y, z) represents the noise in each direction with ξ i (t) = 0,
ξ i (t)ξ j (t) = 0, and ξ i (t)ξ i (t ) ∝ δ(t − t ). Equations (21) were analyzed by using the
Euler method to perform the numerical calculations [41] under diﬀerent scenarios. The
ﬁrst case analyzed concerns an absorbent surface, which is characterized by the boundary conditions ρ(r, t)|z=0 = 0, ρ(r, t)|z=∞ = 0, ∂x ρ(r, t)|x→±∞ = 0, and ∂y ρ(r, t)|y→±∞ = 0.
Next, an adsorption–desorption was simulated by considering that particles are subjected to an exponential distribution of time for permanence on the surface, but the particles do not diﬀuse on the surface. We obtain the mean square displacement (MSD) from
these numerical simulations, and, consequently, the diﬀusive behavior (time dependence)
of the same system presented before for the analytical model. The MSD evaluation from
the numerical point of view is performed by considering the Langevin equations for the
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-5468/ac2a9d
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Figure 8. (a) σz2 (t ) versus t , where σz2 (t ) = z 2 σz (t) and t = Kb,⊥ t/z 2 . (b) ρz (z, t)
versus z̄, where ρz (z, t) = z  ρz (z, t), z̄ = z/z  , and kd = 0.1. We used z 2 kd /Kb,⊥ = 1,
z  κ/Kb,⊥ = 1/2, and Kb, /Kb,⊥ = 1.

Sorption–desorption, surface diﬀusion, and memory eﬀects in a 3D system


ρ(r, t) =

dA
S




0

∞


dz  ϕ(z  )GKb, (r − r , t) GKb,⊥ (z − z  , t) − GKb,⊥ (z + z  , t) ,
(22)

with the initial condition ϕ(r) = δ(z − z  )δ(r ). As can be seen, the agreement between
the numerical simulation and the analytical results is very good, even though they are
obtained by completely diﬀerent models.
Figure 3 again shows a comparison between the analytical model and the numerical
simulation, but this time by considering that, once particles are adsorbed, they can
diﬀuse within the surface. In ﬁgure 3, the z-direction and the y-direction at the surface
of the square displacement are shown. The numerical simulations are represented by
the solid black line, while the analytical model corresponds to the red dashed line,
and, as in the previous scenario, an agreement between the numerical and analytical
model is veriﬁed. From both ﬁgures 2 and 3, a clear trend change of the diﬀusion
over time is observed. As in ﬁgure 2, this change occurs both in the z- and y-directions,
corresponding to the moment when particles reach the surface and start being adsorbed.
The anomalous diﬀusion in the bulk is related to particles getting adsorbed by the surface
at some rate, thus slowing down the process of particles reaching the surface in the bulk.
Note that, in the initial moments, the usual diﬀusion is obtained because particles have
not arrived at the surface yet. In ﬁgure 3, a behavior change is also observed, both
in the bulk and at the surface. However, in the case with diﬀusion within the surface,
the diﬀusive process remains normal (usual) in the bulk, even after particles reach the
surface, displaying only a small transient behavior corresponding to the moment the ﬁrst
particles reach the wall. On the surface, on the other hand, from the moment particles
start being adsorbed, the diﬀusive behavior quickly reaches an anomalous diﬀusion, i.e.
characterized by a subdiﬀusion [42].
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particles on the surface and in the bulk to analyze each case. We also consider distributions to simulate the adsorption–desorption process. Thus, the MSD is evaluated for
each case, surface and bulk, by considering a Langevin equation for each particle, with
numerous replicas to evaluate the averages. In particular, we have considered 5 × 104
replicas to perform the calculation of the MSD. The evaluation is carried out by tracking
each particle motion and computing the MSD when it takes place in the bulk and on
the surface. We have considered that the particles were initially in a position to start
the motion governed by the Langevin equation. After some time, the particles reach the
surface and are adsorbed. In particular, the criterion used to deﬁne that the particle
reached the surface is a simple boundary crossing, i.e. x  0 implies that the particle
reaches the surface. The permanence of the surface is deﬁned by the distribution of times,
while, on the surface, the particle also diﬀuses, governed by the Langevin equation. The
displacements in the bulk and on the surface are used to obtain the MSD in each case.
For the ﬁrst scenario, i.e. absorbing surfaces without surface diﬀusion, the mean
square displacements in the z- and y-directions are shown in ﬁgure 2. In this ﬁgure, we
also show the result obtained from equation (20) for absorbing boundary conditions,
which for the one dimensional case, with the diﬀusion in the z-direction, implies that
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Now, with equations (15) and (20), and having set the validity of the model by
comparing it to numerical simulations, we can analyze the behaviors of bulk and surface
distributions. First, we look at the bulk distribution, which, as a 3D distribution, shows
a spreading behavior, as shown in ﬁgure 4, for two diﬀerent values of t and by taking the
initial condition ρ(r, 0) = δ(r )δ(z − z̄) with k s (t) = κδ(t). Figure 5 shows the surface
distribution at a ﬁxed value of t vs r  for two diﬀerent values of kd = z 2 kd /Kb, . The
surface density follows a typical spreading behavior from the origin of r  due to the
surface diﬀusion.
As has been demonstrated in the literature [18, 36], depending on how diﬀusing
particles interact with the surface, the diﬀusive process might be diﬀerent from usual
diﬀusion. This is often observed by keeping track of the MSD, which indicates if diffusion is standard or anomalous. In the ﬁrst case, of standard diﬀusion, we have a
linear time dependence, i.e. (r − r )2 ∼ t, which is typical of Markovian processes.
The second scenario implies in a nonlinear time dependence, e.g. (r − r )2 ∼ tγ , where
γ < 1 and γ > 1 correspond to sub and superdiﬀusion, respectively. It is also possible
to exist diﬀerent behaviors such as (r − r )2 ∼ lnγ t, which are related to an ultraslow diﬀusion[43]. Figure6(a) shows the behavior of the MSD for the x-direction,

2
2
i.e. σs,r
, obtained from the distribution given by equation (15),
(t)
=
r
−
r



which is connected to the particles diﬀusing on the surface. It is also interesting to
note that for this scenario the diﬀusion is asymptotically characterized by the subdiﬀusive behavior with σs,r ∼ t1/2 . Similar behavior for the MSD was found in [44] by
analyzing the diﬀusion in a backbone structure. In addition, the analysis of a random
walk in a class of branched structures subjected to a mean drift induced by an external ﬁeld in [45] shows an interplay between diﬀerent two behaviors (anomalous and
usual) of 
diﬀusion. Figure
6(b) shows the behavior of the MSD for the x-direction, i.e.

2 
2
σb,r (t) = r − r
, obtained from the distribution given by equation (20), which
is connected to the particles diﬀusing in the bulk.
2
2
(t) and σb,r
(t) for two diﬀerent
In ﬁgures 7(a) and (b), we show the behavior of σs,r


time dependencies of k s (t), which implies diﬀerent memory eﬀects on the adsorption
behaviors
process. In particular, these choices
for k s (t) imply the√following asymptotic
√
√
2
2
σb,r
(t)
∼
t
(for
k
(s)
∝
1/(1
+
s))
and
σ
(t)
∼
t
+
k
t
(for
k
(s)
∝
1/
s)
in
the limit
s
s
b,r

t → ∞. The behavior of the MSD for the z-direction
is shown in ﬁgure 8(a) and the


reduced distribution ρz (z, t), i.e. ρz (z, t) = S dA ρ(r, t), obtained from equation (20),
is depicted in ﬁgure 8(b). From these ﬁgures, we may verify that the behavior of the
particles on the surface, see ﬁgure 6(a), is anomalous with an initial transient, which
is related to the choice of the initial condition. The particles in the bulk initially have
a usual diﬀusion. For intermediate times, where the interaction with the surface is
pronounced, the diﬀusion is anomalous, and for long times, the diﬀusion is usual.
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